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battle and bloodshed - cambridgescholars - bloodshed is of one of vital importance to scholars of the
middle ages, and it is a subject that demands approaches from a range of disciplines: from history,
archaeology and the study of material culture, through iconography to analyses of literary works of various
genres in the major european vernaculars. it is precisely this range of perspectives that the present volume of
essays succeeds ... in essays dating between 1910 and 1923, noted writers and ... - in essays dating
between 1910 and 1923, noted writers and scholars, including irving babbitt and t. s. eliot, present what is
probably the first fundamental discussion of the nature of criticism in american literatureis title is cited and
recommended by: wordsworth's imagination: three critical approaches and ... - wordsworth’s
imagination: three critical approaches and the prelude by kathleen m. lynch class of 2013 a thesis submitted
to the faculty of wesleyan university in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of bachelor of arts
with departmental honors in english middletown, connecticut april, 2013 . acknowledgments special thanks to
stephanie kuduk weiner for being the best ... religion and myth in t.s. eliot’s poetry - professes in his
essays: the role of christianity in society and its ethical framework. eliot certainly did not submit to the
nietzschean position that a mythico-religious aesthetic response (that preceded christian monotheism) was an
appropriate alternative to faith for post-religious modernity. in other words, privileging the individualistic
sphere of poetry above the collective function of ... facultad de filosofÍa y letras departamento de
filologÍa ... - facultad de filosofÍa y letras departamento de filologÍa inglesa grado en estudios ingleses trabajo
de fin de grado wallace stevens: the essayist beyond the poet form and function in roman oratory - form
and function in roman oratory in this book roman oratory is explored from the perspective of form andfunction.
leading scholars in the ﬁeld oflatin prose consider not only the speeches of cicero, pliny, apuleius and the later
panegyrists, but also those found in roman philosophical writing, and in the histories of caesar, sallust, livy and
tacitus. in each case, analysis of the ... 'the paradise ear': thomas merton, poet - "the paradise ear":
thomas merton, poet george kilcourse t. s. eliot in 1949 judged thomas merton's early poetry as "hit or miss,"
intimating that the monk wrote too much and revised word oper findan : seamus heaney and the
translation of ... - word oper findan: seainus heaney and the translation of beowulf jack harding bell honors
thesis english department university of richmond dr. kathleen hewett-smith, thesis director the poet, the
pianist, and the patron: hans christian ... - the poet, the pianist, and the patron: hans christian andersen
and franz liszt in carl alexander’ s weimar anna harwell celenza few surprises in the history of nineteenth-century music are more dramatic than that of franz liszt’ s sudden move to weimar in february 1848. the decision
to exchange an epoch-making career as a pianist for the life of a kapellmeister baf‘ ed many of liszt ...
symbolism in the poetry of william butler yeats - symbolism in the poetry of william butler yeats a thesis
presented to the faculty of the department of english western kentucky university bowling green, kentucky
the old english judith: can a woman be a hero? - simply be a function of old english poetics, it was
nonetheless a deliberate choice by the poet. while some scholars have de nied that judith should be viewed as
a war- chief figure, 15 certain factors seem to indicate that this is exactly how the poet wanted judith to be
seen. aspects of the “fictive i” in pindar - performance of his epinicia» in the poet's “i” in archaic greek
lyric, ed. s. slings, amsterdam 1990, pp. 41-58; ... the poet's voice: essays on poetics and greek literature,
cambridge 1991, emerita. revista de lingüística y filología clásica (em) –– lxx 1, 2002 pp. 83-102 aspects of the
“fictive i” in pindar: address to psychic entities shirley darcus sullivan en las odas de ... schnftfestschrift:
essays in honor of john defrancis - schnftfestschrift: essays in honor of john defrancis gender and sexism
in chinese language and literature by angela jung-palandri language and literature both reflect and express
social attitudes and values.
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